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Zusammenfassung

Mehr als 200 in der Literatur veröffentlichte Werte über MUF (bei der

Bilanzierung unerfaßte Mengen an spaltbarem Material) in verschiedenen

Kernanlagen wurden darauf untersucht, ob sie a) allein durch systema

tische Meßfelller erklärbar sind, b ) einer statistischen Verteilung zuge

ordnet verden können und e ) ob die normalisierten oder absoluten Werte

des MUF für Uberwachungszweclte besser geeignet sind.

Die Analyse zeigt, daß unter Berücksichtigung der zugrunde gelegten Be

dingungen ein großer Teil der MUF-Daten durch systematische Meßfehler

erklärbar ist, jedoch kann auch eine Vielzahl anderer Faktoren zufllliger

sowie systematischer Natur zu den MUF-Daten beitragen. Anlagenspezifische

Daten können einer Normalverleilung gehorchen. Im Hinblick auf' die Gesamt

eingangsmenge normalisierte MUr-Werte scheinen besser als absolute Werte

:für die U'berwachung geeignet zu sein. Eine ständige Analyse der unter 1Iohl

definierten Bedingungen gewonnenen MUF-Werte ist notwendig, um diese Daten

in geeigneter Weise verwenden zu können.

Abstract

More than 200 values for material unaceounted for (MUF) in different nuclear

taeilities, published in the literature, have been analysed vith a view to

determine whetber a) they ce be explained by systematie eTTors 01' measure

ments alone b ) they folIeN MY known statistical distribution and c ) the

absolute 01' the normalized values of MUF are bettel" safeguardl indicators.

The analysis shows that within the restruns stipulated in the paper , a major

part 01' the MUF data eaa be explained by systematic errors 01' measurements

but a large number of other randem and non-random factors contribute also

to the MUF values. Facility specif'ic MUF values uy show anormal distribution.

N'ormalized MUF values with respect to the total input appear to be a bettel"

saf'eguards indicator than the absolute values. Continuous analysis of MUF

values obtained Wldfitr controlled conditions is essential for the proper use

01' these values.
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Analysis of Same Available Data on

Material Unaccounted For (MUF)

H. Singh +)

Institut für Angewandte Reaktorphysik

Kerntorschungszentrum Karlsruhe

1. Introduction

It is now a well established tact taat material balance accountancy complement

ed by containment and surveillance will be the three basic measures tor any

sateguards system. They are also ot importance tor establishing an internal

material accountancy system tor a taci~ity. Ot these three basic measures.

the material balance accountancy permits quantitative saf'eguards statements

in case of a probable diversion. In this cOJmeetion the most important f'actor

which influences Buch a statement is the MUF (Material Unaccounted For) detined

as the difterence betnen book and -the p~ical inventort 113_7. after a material

balance tor a material balance area over a given period ot time has been estab

lished.

In those cases where no measurement errors end no process losses occur in

esll1Lblishing a material balance (e.g. digital accountancy tor tuel elements

in a light water type reactor) t the value ot the MUF is zero unde%' diversion

tree conditions. However. in those nuclear tacilities in which tissionable

materials are measured by chemical or other methods. the measured amounts are

associated with measurement errors so that the ditterence between the bock

inventory and the Physical inventory is seldcm zero. BItsi des • unknown process

losses or hidden inventory in the plant m~ also cause the MUF to have a

difterent value than zero. Evidently. on top ot all these possibilities a

+ )on delegation :f'rom the Bhabha Atomic Research Center.India



diversion viII make the value of MUF different from zero as well$ Therefore,

the material balance accountancyprovides no doubt the only means of making

a quantitative statement in the event of So diversion, tor those nuclear

f'acilities in which meu\U"ements are directly made on fissionable materiaJ.s,

the inspection organisation has to have an ides. on the characteristics of' the

MUF under diversion free conditions •

.Aß indicated above. the componeuts of the MUF ~ be regarded to be composed

cf two factors one being the umaeuuredq:uetities andthe oturs being the

measurement errors. Tbe unmeasure0.' qwmtities may ·con8i8t of theunmeasured

processlosses whichleEl.ve the facilitY8I1d the hiddenprocess inventories

remaining in the facility. Boththese· quantities m.q have a systematic and

a random. component. Tbe measurement errors .ate also. composed of a rudom part

and EI. systematic part. Therefore the valuesof HUF are expected to have a mean

value and a variance. Tbe variance is expectedtobe caused mainlyby the ran

dam fluctuations 01' the process losses and the systematic error8 of measure

ment a.s the random. part 01' the measurem.enterrors m.ay be reduced significantly

over EI. luge number of mea.surements.

In the present pa.per published vs.lues on HUF from different facilities have

beenanalysed vith regard to the following areas of interest:

a) Canthe MUFvalues be explainedby the known s~teatic errors

01' meuurement .ethods alone vhich U'e normaJ.1l used in those

facilities in which theMUF nJ.ues.are genierated.

b ) Dothe MUFval.ues f'ollov a.ny definite distribution e.g. normal

disl'tnbution.

e ) Are the absolute orthe norma.lized values of' MUF bettel" safe

guards indicators.

2. Input Data

2. 1 Measurem.ent .errors

Many pub1ished val.ues are avu1able on systems.tic errors. It >is beyond

the scope ofthis report tollst &11 01' them.. For the purpose of the

presentinvestigationstvo.representativctsets of iralues 1'01" systematic
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errors 1-2. 3_1 for uramum and p.lutoniwn measurement methods in a re

processing plant have been WJed a.n.d reproduced in Table 1. For facili-

ties other than chemical reprocessing. systematic errors corresponding

to the product stream of chemical reprocessing plants have been used

for the feed end the product streams. Although this a.ssumption may not

a..lways be justified. it appears to be quite correct for the purpose of

the present study. 'Whenever isotopic cOJlPOsitions are involved an addi

tional systematic error of 0.3 %1:1_7 hu been cD11sidered. The va..lues in

L-3_1 have been used for analysis in this report a.s they appeal' to be re

presentative of actual present-day p.lant operating conditions. The va..lues

in L-2..:] were obtained in the course ot an inter.labtest and particularly

the va..lues tor the input stream ot a reprocessing p.lant may change when

large amounts of d.ata. become available. The sum of the tot,a..l systema.tic

euors (Table 1) for agiven facility andmaterial is calculated by taking

the square root of the sum of the squares of the intividusJ. relative stand

ard deviations tor the feed and the product streams. Tbus the systematic

errors are usumed to be indepenclent of each other and are desmbed by

variance and not u a bias.

2.2 MUF va.lues

A total of 241 MUF vuues (Mi) eould be obtained tram nine different sourees

L-1 .4.5.6.7.8.9,10.11_7. They are listed in Table 2. ror the purpose of

analy'ses these va..lues w,ere grouped in the tollowing manner:

Values ot MUF (M.). normalized vith respeet to the feed 01' input
:I.

(beginning inventory + receipts or one half of the total tlow )

for four specific faeilities L-4~5,6,7.10-7.

They are presented in Tables 3A.3B.3C and 3D'. The numbers of Mi

values vary between 20 - 30. Tbe absolute amounts and the time

sequence of the MUF values are not known.

Values of MUF (Mi) normalized to input for a group of facilities

(total number 126). The types of facilities as well as the absolute

values and the time sequence of the Mi' are not known. mhe values

are summarized in Table 4 15.11_1.

Va.lues of MUF (Mit) nomalized to~ the input and the systematic

m.easUrement .ettor' component. Tbey include" all the·· values trom Table 3

except those from 15_1 and seme additional values trom Table 2. for



which the type of f'aci1ity in wich the MUF values generated

was bOim. The Mi a values t 89 in number a.re 1isted in Tab1e 5.

These values were obtained by dividing theM. values by the
1

corresponding systema.tic errors (00 values ) of Table 1. In case of

Mi values for isotopes an additional systematic error of 0..3 %
was assumed.

2.2.4 30 absolute values of MUF in arbitrar,y units for. a reprocessing

facility. The time and f'eed sequence of thesi.· values are known

L-4_1. The relevant data are presented in Tables 7. 8 and 9.

3. Inf'luence of' the Systematic Part of tht: Measurement Eerors on MUF

Since the random partof any m.easurement errors reduces rapidly vith in

creasing number of meas1l2reJl1ents, i t is .justifiab1e to analyse the inf1uence

of' the systematic part of the meaSWeJDnt erron alone on the MUF ifa1ues.

The systematicpart m~ consist of a bias and a random part which is described

by a lI!e1ative standard deviation eS. The calib~ation error .in a measurement

:method :1:. a typical example of the latteI".. The standard deviations tor the

systematic errors are normally' caused by a fairly 1arge number of com:p1ex fac

tors which ma;y have different types of statistical distributiou. Tbe result

ing distribution of' the relative systematie error may theretore. be assumed

to be normal. In case about 95 %of the M. values (Le. individual MUF values
1·

normalized with respect to the input) weft to lie within the .:t 1.96 eS range

of the corresponding relative standard deviations of' the systema.tic error.

they could then be assumed to be explained entirely by the systematic errors

only. with the error f'iJrst lind (a. error) of 5 %. For this analysis the re

sults of' Table 5 are of interest. Hen only those normalized MUF values (Mi)

which were )mown to begenerated in a definite type of' f'aeility (so that the

correspanding values of' systematic errorll could be allocated to the) could

beconsidend. Each of these values wen dirlded by the corres1!.onding relative s
-~

standard deviation value" eS tor systematic errors a8 given in L-3..J.•: These

values a.re e:x:pected 100 correspond more closely to the plant operating condi

tions. If' the result of' the double normalization (i.e. M. values) is found 100
18

be greater than .±. 1.96. it cs.n be cODsidered to be an outlier. The resulting

values are arranged in the decreasing order of their magnitude. 1t is 100 be

nQ1;eli t hl.1;, ()ut of' a t()1;EÜ of 89 values values t i.e. 2_1 %of the total are

outliers. Besides. the mean value'of these M. is positive and not zero.. . 1S
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These results indicate a~number cf interesting PQints:

a) AJ.though about 80 %of the MUF values ean be. ex:plained by the syste

matic errors aJ.one ... and this is a very luge number ... the relatively

large number of outliers seems to indicate that same other components

are also contributing to these vaJ.ues.

b) A positive value of the mean of the double normalized M.f;. valuesshow
. . 18

that there is either a bias in the systematic error component or an

unknown process loss, or both.

e ) Since the unknown process losses lI8iY' aJ.so v8.'r7 randomly end the variations

may be caused by aomplex contributions ot· a numberot tactors hanng

different distributions • These unknown

process losses may also have a normal distribution, as has been assumed

to be the caae with the systematic errors. In that case , the M. values. • . . 1

may be extected to be normally distributed nth a standard deviation which

may be equal toor larger~ than that tor the systematic errors.

4. Test for Normal Distribution Cf NormalizedMUF (M. )Values
1

An analysis of the results of Table 5 shows, as indieated above. that further

investigations of the MUF vaJ.ues on whether they a.re normaJ.ly distributed

or not, are worthvhile. The lt-statistics J:12-' has been used in this report

to test the normality of the vaJ.ues. The basic structure ot the test is given

in Annex 1.

4.1 Restrietions

It is to be~D$ted that statistically significant &mount ot data

(Le. at least. 50 for a given semple) is required to earry out a test

tor normality rlth k-statisties. Sinee the n\Dl1bers of MUF ve.lues partieu

larly tor single faeilities (Tables 3A. 3B, 3C and 3D) are fairly small t

the results .of the test should only be considered as indicating i:rends

instead of definite proodrs.

Another point to note in this connection is that the g1 and g2 .values

for the test (see Annex 1) are amlable in the literature J:12_7 tor

down.to· a totalnumber' of"semple 'va1ues"nof~50~"andlOOrespectively.
. .

Theretore, tor the ilormaJ.ity· telli't in the present report, becaue of



kialt and k41ak3 4

have been used, The :first ratio is the measure of the skewness (asym

m.etry)and thesecond one,the measure of kurtosis. The distribution

ota random. population of.' numbers ·maybe considered to be IH>proximately

normal i1' the valu.e of each of these two ratios is f'ound tobe less than 2.

4.2 Test results

All thedi:fferent c&tegories· of no:nne.lized MUF values 80S listed under

2.2.1 t 2.2 e 2 and 2.2.3, andpresented in Tables 2, 3A-3D, 4 a.nd 5 were

tested tor normality. The results of' the test ares'lJIllm81"ized in Table 6.

A n\mlber of' points are worth mentioning:

a) All the Mi values (Table 2) when tested together, do not show normali

ty. Howevert the normality improves significantly if the high.et two

positive values of MUF (5.86,5.74) are rejected. This rejection msybe

justified as the valuee lie beyond the + 2 a range of the resulting

distribution. By the rej ection of. only these tvo values the distribu

tion becomes completely symmetrical (the skewness factor is reduced

f'rom 9.24 to + 0.03) and the kurtosis is .reduced by a factor of' about; 3

(trom 30.41 to 11.44). Hovever, the distribution cannot be considered

es normal beceuse of the high value ofthe kurtosis. The results are

illutrated by the histog1"U of' Fig. 1.

b) The M. v&lues for all the f'our individual f'acilities (Tables JAII 3BlI1.

3C and 3D) a.re normal distributed (vith the restrietion of' 4.1).

However, when the v&luesare combined together ,l the resulting distri

bution ceane longer be considered asnormal .. !lere also onl.ythe

kurtosis causee the abn.ormality. Fig. 2 gifts the histrogn;ms er the

results of these four tables u well 80S the histogram of the combined

MUF vales.

c) The MUF values for the group of' f'acilities (small number per facility)

listed in Table 4 do not shov e. normal distribution. The date. in this

table diff'er from those in. Table 2 mainly by the absence cf the faci

1ity specific M. values • The distribution shows the ame type of
1.

-trends ·ufor 'the Wab~e2de.ta-.-'l'heskewnessisreduceds.lmosttozero
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by the elimination of the highest two values.the kurtosis remains.

d ) The double normalized M. values in Table 5 (normalized both with
::La

reapect to input and to the relative standard deviations for the

corresponding facilities) do not show a normal distribution. The

difference between the values in this table and the sum of the

values in Tab1es 3A. B.C. and Dlies mnly in the absence of the

26 values of Taba 3B L-5_/ for which the tjpe of facility is not

known. A camparison of the test results for these two groups of

values (columns 7 and 8 in Table 6) indicates that an additional

norma.lization with respect to systematic errors cawsesan improvement

in the normality of the distribution (skewneas improved fram -00.2

to + 0.05 and kurtosis imp:oved trom 6.46 to 4.57) for MUr values

for groups of facilities.

Although most of the MUF va.lues(211 out of 241) considered in this study

were avail8bl"e aB norma.lized values i.e .. as per.centage of feed or input.

same 30 values fram L-4_7 were also available in absolute units. They

proV'ided- an oppertunity to test the suita.bility of the a.bsolute MUF values

for safeguards purposes. Here again a vorld of caution is necessary. Tbe

number of MUF values available is small. Therefore the results of' the analyses

caa be regarded as indicating seme trends only.

The absolute and the normalized (with respect to feed) values of MtJF for

this facility were tested for nozmality. Tbe results a.re summarized in

Table 7A. The histognms of the distributions nth absolute and nomalized

MUF va.lues are given in Fig. 3. Since the time sequence of the reprocessing

cempaigns. for which 'the MuF va.lues wen available, was also kDown. the :rnean

values and the corresponding standard deviations for the absolute MUF va.lues

for a number of sequentia.l1y overlappi1'1g accounting periods were estimated

and are presented in Table 8. For compmson. the mean vüue: and the stand

ard deviations for .the corresponding no:nu.J.ized MUF values (Mi) vere also

ca.lcldated and are presented in Table BA. A si:rnilar set of da.ta. for the

absolute and the relative MUF values tor the same sequentially overlapping

accounting periods for increasing values of feed. was also calculated and

are peesented in Tables 9 end 9A respectively. The resultsof Tables 8 and BA
~dth~se ~t--9~d-9A-;';;-~;;;;~t~dg;;'phi~~i~-Tn-jig:~-4-:--~- . ------



An analysis of these results tends 100 indieate the foU.owing:

a) Both. the absolute and the normalized values for the reproeessing

facility a~pear 100 be normally distribu1oed. However, the normalized

vaJ.ues seam 100 be significantly more normal. than the absolute values
(see Fig. 3). Tbe distribUtion tor these values show a much bettel'

symme10ry (gl == 0.019 against 0~54; 'fable TA)..

b ) The mean and the standard den.ations showa muchwider spread forthe

absoluteMUF values for both 10he time and the feed sequencea , Those

for 10he relative values are more stable anti show a fairly narrow band

01' scatter.

e) The numbers of ou101iers 1'01' absolute MUF values for1ohe time and the feed

sequences are faüly large. Tbey are reduced 1'01' relative MUF values,

and are almost independent of the seqwmtiaJ. periods cnosen,

6. Discussion of Results

At the beginmng it shculd agun be emphuized thatbecause of the limited

amount of data avulable, 10he results may only show same trends in the behan.or

cf the MUF da1oa. Seme. iiscussions of the results are a10tempted in the framework

cf this limitation.

An .analysis of thereaul10s in'l'able. 5ehowed that about 80 %of the 89

normalized MUF (relative 100 feed 01' input) values could be ex.plained by

10he systema10ic enon for the corresponding faeili1oy. The sys10ematic error

hasbeen assumed 100 q,ry. rand()mly forthe MUF vallle generated in different

eampaigns. This appears 100 be quite often the case. Use .of consumable

measuring equipment, calibration of measurement units f'rom campaign. 100

campaign, use of different meM~t standards, may alJ. ••• cause the 8Y81oe

matic enor associa1oedwi1oh these events 100 vary randOlll.1y trom campaign

100 campaign. The f'act1ohat su,eh alarge frac1oion of the analysed relative

MUF data.canbe expla.ined by sueh8ystematie.error8 alone, i8 in itlle1f

--.--fairly-cimpo~ant-.cThis~would-mean-tirstlyttha'tcthe.systema1iic .errors

mske a major eontnbution 100the eomponen1os 01'. M.UF and secondly f that

10he rela.tive MUF values will be a more sui10able saf'eguards indicator than

the absolute values of MUF.
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Another highly significant fact is that about 80 %of the 241 reJ.ative

MUF values analysed are positive and the mean value is positive and not

sero , This would tend to indicate that there is 80 continuows unknown loss

of material (or hidden inventory) in the facilities in which the MUF data

were generated. Although such a bias may also be caused by an unknown bias

in the measurement methods. this appearsto be lessprobable since i t would

mean that all the measurement methods in &11 these different types of f:aci

lities would have a bias in the same direction. The positive mean bias in

the MUF values becomes difficult to detect separately as in most of the

casea it is considerably smaller than the standard deviation.

It is also important to note that the mean values of the relative MUF tend

to remain stable over a wide range of normalized values. This would mean

that the bias (caused probably by process losses ) is also depenflent on feed.

This is another reason for using the norD1alized MUF values fol;' safeguards

purposes.

6.2 Distribution and collll?6nents of normalized MUF V'alues

6.2.1 Distribution

The results of Table 6 indicate that al1 facility specific normal%zed

MUF values are normally distributed vith a positive mean value and a

standard deviation which is luger than the mean and than that for the

syste-.tic error alone (excepting one case for U-235 f'aciJ.ity. Table 3C).

For combined values fIIom different groups cf facilities. the same trend

ean be noted Le. the mean values are less than the standard deviation,

but the normality of the distribution is destroyed. The only reason

for the non-normal distribution mq be the insignificant amount 01'

the data analysed and real presence of contamination. Im order to

illustrate the sensitivity of the test, the v&1ues 01' k3, k4and their

vaiiuce aN also included in lJ:,.ble 6. At this point seme :turthel'

discussion on the different components of MUF appears to be relevant.

6.2.2 Components of MUF

It was postulated at the beginning that the MUF may consist of

wo basic components namely, the unknown losses and the meuurement

errors. The unknown losses have to be specific ofthe proces8 i.e.

··-or~ne--tYPEfof--'tlie-fe.c11i't19--wertfe;s,-the-me-uurement-errors·····should

depend on the measurement methods wsed. Both these components may

have a systema.tic and a randem part and may or may not Be dependent



on the feed 01" the input. SOlle typical examples of these possi

bilities m~ be considered.

a) The reproducibility· of .any measureJllent method is the randODl

part of .the measurement ·errorfbr this methode In arecent inter

labtest 1-2_1 the reproducibility ofthe measurementm.ethod f'or

uranium concentration in the product stream of' 8. reprocessing

plant was f'ound to h8.ve a relative sbndard deviation of' 0.11 %
Byn repetitionllof measurements by the same method. the contri

bution of this part of the error is redueed byO. 11 %/"Vii: SiBC:e

in anormal eampugn, f'airly luge number of' measurements by

the same method are expected to be made, the contribution of' the

random part of' the measuring method to the MUF value~ becomes

small. However. f'or those small campaigns II this contribution may

not be negligible.

b ) The calibration errors f'or 8. meuurement method used in a parti

cular facility is an example of' the systematic part of' the mea

surement ertor. So long as the same calibration curves are used,

the errorpropa.gation f'or this. type of error follows a linear

ruJ.e.. However. the values of'the calibration curves f'or the same

method varies f':nm f'acility to f8.cility and f'rom campaign to

campaign0·in 8. random fashion. Tbe variance tor such system8.tic

errors ma:y be estimated with thehelp otresultsobtained troma

suitably constructed interlabtest. They are expected to be normally

distributed with 8. mean value of' zero. Tbe variance tor thesyste

matic part of' the me8.surement method for uranium concentr8.tion

mentioned berore. was tound to be ± 0.2 '3% during the same inter

labtest J:2_i. Contribution ot this part of the error to the MUF

values is not reduced by repe8.ted measurements as itpropagates

linearly. This part of the errori i8 dependent en the amount of

feed.

The systematic component of the errors ma:y also have a.bias (e.g.

themeasurement erro1'8 associated wi'th an analytical standard).

This cen be determined only withditficulty. Hovever, the influence

of' such errors canbe eliJünated. by uslng. the same measurem.ent me

thode (vith the same instruments) for the input and the output

cstrelWrtf;;cA -b:ta;sc·-can-be-independent-- of'the~measured--amoun'bs-e-.g.

the absolute valueJof'bias in 8. veighing balance,which remnns

constant over 8. wi. range of veighed. UlOuntS.



c) A. part er process losses or hidden inventories may be independent

of the feed or input mount, tor example, those losses caused

b;y the deposition of fissile materials on the surface.of process

equipment because ot corrosion or· una"n)idable reactions. Tbe amounts

remaining in filters, centrituges etc. may also be independent of

the input. Any accidental losSeS , retentions of process material

in one campaign and revorking and theproduction ofthe same

material in som.e other subsequent campaigns, are also examples

of process losses which m~ be independent of the input. Depend-

ing on the process conditions, such losses m~ have a small or

a large random component.

Some other types of process losses may depend00n the mounts

of feed treated in a campaign. Examples( ,of this type are un

measured process losses ~which leave the facilit;y during a campaign,

write offs which may be made of the amounts estimated only by

difference and so ea, Since the f~ed itself' maybe randomly di

swibuted (e.g. batch-to-bateh variations) or the measured values

are generated randomJ.y, the. feed dependent process losses bave

also a random eomponent. Besides, the losses themaelves may also

vary in a random manner.

6.2.3 Relation between distribution and eO!tlponents of MUF

Coming back once MOre to the distribution it m~ be remembered

that the mean of the normaJ.ized MUF values were found to be fairly

stable and varied in the rangeof 0.15-0.5 01' in the range of'

. 0.15-0.4 when the highest two values in Tables 2 ud 4 were rejected.

1t is evident that such stability could not be caused by process losses

which were independent. of 'lead, since the f'eed for different eampaigns

in different facilities considered in this report, varied over a very

wide range. Therefore, 'the contribution mut have been f'rom the

process losses which are feed dependent and may or may notlea"'e the

facility during or after the C&.lllpaign.. 1t was mentioned earlier under

6.1 that thebias in measurement .error could in aal probability not

contribute to the positive _an 'Yalues of the nom.alized MUF.

-j;t--is--however.-di:f'f'ic1tit-to--detemine-the-eomponen'ts~f'rom-wieh·

the additional relative standard denations fcrthe normal distribu

tions have been contributed. The absolute values ot: these relative

standard denations are in the range of 0.2-1.25 s. 1t may either be
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trom the throughpu:t-dependent or throughput-independent proceSB

losses. Aremote possibility of this contribution ma.y be f'rom the

random component otthe measurement errors also. It the total inte

gral amounts of' feed during the campaie;ns con8idered hen were large,

the re1ative standard deviations caused by the f'eed-independent

process 1088es vould be smail. in eomparison and vould be completely

masked by the reJ.ative standard deviation. caused: by the teed-depend

entprocess lo88es. Tbe influence of' t~ formerwould. also be redueed

over 80 longer period .of plant operations" Both the .larger amounts of'

feed and the longer period of operation would tend 100 reduee the

intluence Of the ranb part of the meuurement'1trl'ors also. On13'

f'or small amounts tsf teed ove%' ahort periods Of time cu the relative
- - --- ----

standard deviations of feed-independent process losses make an impor-

.taut contribution 100 the standard deviation of' the MUF values.

6.3 AbSoluten normalizedMUF values

The distribution of the absolute and the normalized MUF values f'or a

reprocessing plant [4_1, as 'Well aB the meus (lJ) and relative standard

deviations (e) of these values tor a number of sequentially overlapping

accounting periode were analysed in chapter 5. There vas a e.lea:r indication

that for the set ot date. eonsidered, the nemalized values of' HUF (M.) are
:1

better suited tor saf'eguards purposell.. Sinee boththe lJ and the ~ values

are mueh more stable f'or M. values I!I they cem be used for predicting the M.
. ~..' . :1

values for future eampugns vith different amounts of feed, than the eees

for vhieh the M. vüues an available .. The M. values are much more normally
:1 . :1

distributed than the absolute MUP' values. AB discussed earUer, this is

exp.lmab.le 'because of the fact that both the u and the €I of the distribu

tions are determined wnly by the feed (er input). This does not mean

hovever, that the actual MUF and the feed values should be correlated in

a statistica.l sense (linear correlation)., J3eeause of the randoam.ess of' the

MUF vaJ.ues DO linear eorrelations can normally be established.

7.. Conclusions

Tbe present report is em effort to ema.ly'se the published data on MUF for

different nue.lear taeilitie8.. From, the point of view of safeguards t a knovledge

on -theoriginand behanorcxt MlJl Y~l~~ is ~~c:~~~~ l>!t~()~~ any quantif'iable

statement on the MUF vaJ.ues can be made.



241 published values of MUF normalized with respect to feed or to input

and 30 absolute MUF values were analysed in respect of three areas ot

interest namely. a) the intluence of' systeatic erron 9 b ) the probable

distribution of the MUF values and e) the suitability ot the absolute 01'

the normalized values cf MUF for safeguards purpeses.

Although in most of the caaea the amounts of data analysed were re1.atively

small t a number of generalized conclusions sUbject to the ristrietions indi

cated in the report appears to be possible. Tbey are summarized below:

7. 1 About 80 %of the available MUF date. from different facilities could

be explained by the corresponding systematic errors cf measurement

alone which were &ssumed to be normally distributed. Although this is

not the only' component contributing to the MUF values. in the absence

ef sny other dl'lta ll and when the systema.tic components er errors tor

measurement methods are known. they C$n be used asO a starting basis

tor predicting the behavior of MUF values for smlar tacilities using

the same type cf material and the same measurement methode. Tbey CM

also be used u a quantifiable basiefe%' maldng statements on MUF values.

7.2 Tbe normalized MUF valuestor a given tacility ~ be expected to have

a nol'm&l distribution rith a positive mean value end a relative standard

deviation which may be larger than that &ssumed for the systematic

error. Such a normal distribution may theref'ol"e t form a quantitiable

basis tor the preparation of decision models with tbe help of which state

ments on the MUF values may be made by a safeguards authority •

The distribution of MUF values 1"rom groups of tacilities wu" not found

to be normal.

7.3 Tbe mean values of all the dif'erent categories ot MUF date. were found

to be positive varying within a fairly narrow range of 0.15-0.4. They

indicate 1;0 an unknown feed dependent process loss. Tbe broadening er

the relativa standard deviation (which in most eeses was much larger

than the mean) cf the resulting nor.ma.l. distribution of' MUF may also be

caused by the variance cf this :f'eed-dependent process loss.



7.4 The normalized valuesof' MUF appear to be better suited for safeguards

purposes than the absolute values • For a reprocessing f'a(d~ity. the

mean and the !'elative standard denations for these values for a

num.ber of sequentially overlapping accounting periods. showed a much

more stable trend than those for the abso:tute values.

1.5 It is absolutely essential to collect and analyse MUF values for differ

ent nuclear facili ties in a systematic manner continuously and on a

world wide basis. The data analysed in this report indica:te that the

normalized values ot MUF may beexpected to behave in a predictable

manner.
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Table 1: Systematic Euors f'or a Chemical Reprocessing Plant

-

Error Relativa standard deviation ~+) • %description J.D

Values f'rom an interlabtest US values 13/
/2/

Plutonium Uranium. Plutonium Uranium

Total systematic

error f'or f'eed 2.7 1.4 0.44 0.41

Total systematic I
error for .
products 0.25 0.2 0.37 0.24

+\he component of systematic error tor isotopic analysis is 'taken as 0.3 %

/1/



Table 2: A List of All the Normalized MUF+ )Values (M.) Used in this Paper
:I.

Serial M. MateriaJ Ref. Seria.1 M. Material Ref. Serial M. Material Ref.
No. :I. No. l. No. :I.

1 -0.17 - 5 46 0.07 - 5 91 0.11 - 5
2 0.18 - 5 47 0.11 - 5 92 2.44 - 5
3 ""18 - 5 48 0.13 - 5 93 0.05 - 5
4 -0.41 - 5 49 0.21 - 5 94 0.06 - 5
5 0.22 - 5 50 0.31 - 5 95 0.53 - 5
6 0.10 - 5 51 0.78 - 5 96 -0.06 - 5
7 -0.09 - 5 52 1.00 - 5 97 0.35 - 5
8 0.12 - 5 53 0.64 - 5 98 ~0.02 - 5
9 "';0.02 - 5 54 0.94 - 5 99 2.14 - 5

10 0.09 - 5 55 1.23 - 5 100 0.92 - 5
11 1.16 - 5 56 1.14 - 5 101 -0.03 - 5
12 -0.13 - 5 57 0.07 - 5 102 0.06 .. 5
13 0.42 - 5 58 2.44 - 5 103 0.19 - 5
14 1.!52 - 5 59 1.24 - 5 104 6.15 - 5
15 1.35 - 5 60 1.18 - 5 105 0.02 - 5
16 0.07 - 5 61 0.01 - 5 106 0.10 - 5
17 0.34 - 5 62 1.78 .. 5 107 0.36 - 5
18 0.69 - 5 63 -0.03 - 5 108 -0.62 - 5
19 0.54 - 5 64 0.07 - 5 109 0.23 - 5
20 1.20 .. 5 65 0.63 - 5 110 0.08 .. 5
21 0.17 .. 5 66 0.11 - 5 111 0.08 - 5
22 0.21 - 5 67 0.01 - 5 112 0.08 - 5
23 0.01 - 5 68 0.15 - 5 113 -0.80 - 5
24 0.29 .. 5 69 0.52 - 5 114 0.11 - 5
25 0.30 - 5 70 0.67 .. 5 115 =0.19 - 5
26 -0.10 - 5 71 0.60 - 5 116 0.12 - 5
27 0.09 - 5 72 -3.22 - 5 117 0.02 - 5
28 0.82 - 5 [73J 5.74 - 5 118 0.27 - 5
29 0.30 - 5 74 0.01 - 5 119 -0.15 - 5
,30 0.43 - 5 75 0.12 - 5 120 0.17 - 5
31 2.96 - 5 76 0.10 - 5 121 0.04 - 5
32 1.06 - 5 77 0.09 - 5 122 0.09 - 5
33 2.22 - 5 78 0.09 - 5 123 0.06 - 5
34 0.08 - 5 79 0.31 - 5 124 -0.06 - 5
35 0.39 - 5 80 0.61 - 5 125 -1.12 - 5
36 0.19 - 5 81 0.49 - 5 126 1.00 - 5
37 0.04 . - 5 82 0.11 - 5 127 1.94 .. 5
38 -0.06 - 5 83 0.03 - 5 128 0.65 - 5
39 0.13 - 5 [84] 5.86 .. 5 129 1.30 - 5
46 0.13 - 5 85 1.62 - 5 130 1.38 - 5
41 -0.32 - 5 86 2.05 - 5 131 0.33 - 5
42 -0.36 - 5 87 0.12 - 5 132 0.46 - 5
43 0.35 - 5· 88 -0.07 - 5 133 -1.23 - 5
44 -1.96 - 5 89 1.43 - 5 134 0.85 - 5
45 0.21 - 5 90 0.05 - 5 135 1.00 eR 4

I



Table 2 contd.

SeriaJ. M. Material Ref. Serial M. Material Ref. Serial M. Material Ref.
No. 1. No. 1.

No. 1.

136 1.08 CR 4 186 0.39 PU-239 7 236 1.40 Pu CR e
137 1.30 CR 4 187 1. 11 Pu-239 7 237 1.48 Pu-239+241 CR 8
138 0.45 CR 4 188 2.87 Pu-239 7 238 1.00 U CR 9
139 -2.63 CR 4 189 0.19 Pu-239 7 239 1.40 Pu CR 9
140 -1.08 CR 4 190 0.23 Pu-239 7 240 1.36 Pu-239+241 CR 9
141 -0.73 CR 4 191 0.51 Pu-239 7 241 0.44 U-235 1
142 0.22 CR 4 192 -0.18 PU-239 CF 7
143 -0.84 CR 4 193 0.41 Pu-239 CF 7
144 0.31 CR 4 194 0.07 U-235 11

+)Numbers ~ ref 5,7,10 and145 0.83 CR 4 195 0.09 U-235 11 11
146 1.41 CR 4 196 0.27 U-235 11 are normalized vith respect
147 -2.31 CR 4 197 1.80 U-235 11 to beginning inventory plus
148 -1.04 CR 4 198 0.04 U-235 11 receipts, from reference 4
149 0.74 CR 4 199 0.49 U-235 11 the normalizing factor is f'eed
150 -0.62 CR 4 200 0.49 U-235 11' and f'rom rest of the ref'eren-
151 0.06 CR 4 201 0.94 U-235 11 ces it is half of' the total

152 -0.59 CR 4 202 -0.05 U-235 11 flov.

153 -1.04 CR 4 203 0.40 U-235 11
154 -0.49 CR 4 204 -0.01 U-235 11
155 0.32 CR 4 205 0.05 U-235 11
156 0.62 CR 4 206 0.06 U-235 11 CR represents ,a chemical
157 0.90 CR 4 207 0.85 U-235 11 reprocessing plant.
158 0.93 CR 4 20$ O.~o U-235 .11
159 3.34 CR 4 209 -0.38 Pu 11 The tvo values in bracket are
160 -0.46 CR 4 210 0.11 Pu 11 the highest ones.
161 0.95 CR 4 211 0.62 Pu 11
162 -0.78 CR 4 212 0.10 Pu 6 Mean vaJ.ue (lJ) : + 0.38163 1.27 CR 4 213 0.22 Pu 6
164 2.15 CR 4 214 -1.28 Pu 6 Standard
165 -0.05 U-235 7 215 0.06 Pu 6 deviation (0): !. 0.95
166 0.21 U-235 7 216 -0.14 Pu 6
167 0.04 U-235 7 217 -0.10 Pu 6
168 0.01 U-235 7 218 0.10 Pu 6
169 0.55 U-235 7 219 -1.36 Pu 6
170 0.73 U-235 7 220 0.06 Pu 6
171 0.65 U-235 7 221 1.64 Pu 6
172 0.67 U-235 7 222 0.18 Pu 6
173 0.18 U-235 7 223 0.08 Pu 6
174 0.17 U-235 7 224 1.38 Pu CR 6
175 0.16 U-235 7 225 -1.34 PuCR ·6
176 0.02 U-235 7 226 1.34 Pu CR 6
177 0.06 U-235 7 227 0.06 PuCR 6
178 0.06 U-235 7 228 0.16 U-235 16
179 0.30 U-235 7 229 0.09 U-235 10
180 0.25, U-235 7 230 0.07 U-235 10
181 0.44 U-235 7 231 0.06 U=235 10
182 -0.09 U-235 Cl1 7 232 0.07 U-235 10
183 0.37 U-235 Cl1 t 233 0.25 U-235 10
184 0.47 Pu-:239 7 234 0.24 U-235 10
185 0.29 Pu-239 7 235 0.12 U CR 8

- ------- - - ---- ---- - --- --
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Normalized MUF(M.) Values for a Reprocessing. . l. .... ,

Facility ~4_/. (Normalized with Respect to Feed)

, ,

Serial M. Serial M. Serial M.
No. l. No. l. No. l.

(% of feed) \ (% of f'eed) (% of feed)
.'

3.34
'.

1 11 0.83 21 - 0.59
.

2 2.15 12 0.74 22 - 0.62
..'

3 1.41 13 0.62 23 - 0.73

4 1.30 14 0.45 24 - 0.78

5 1.27 '5 0.32 25 - 0.84

6 1.08 16 0.31 26 - 1.04

7 1.00 17 0.22 27 - 1.04

8 0.95 18 0.06 28 - 1.08

9 .0.93 19 . - 0.46 29 - 2.31

10 0.90 20 - 0.49 30 - 2.63

Mean value (.1.1) : + 0.18

S'tanäard
deviation (0:) : .:!:..1.25 ,



Table 3B: Normalized MUF (M.) Values tor a Single Facility '-5 7.
J. - -

(Normalized withRespectto Beginning Inventor,r anc1 Receipts'.)

SeriaJ. M. Serial M. Serial M.
No .. J. No. l. No .. 1

(% of Input) (% ot Input) (% of Input)

1 1..94 10 0.23 19 0.04

2 1.38 11 0.17 20 0.02

3 1.30 12 0.12 21 - 0.06

4 1.00 13 0.11 22 - 0.15

5 0.85 14 0.09 23 - 0.19

6 0.65 15 0.08 24 - 0.80

7 0.46 16 0 .. 08 25 - 1. 12

8 0.33 17 0.08 26 - 1.23

9 0.27 18 . 0.06

Meanvalue (lJ) : + 0.22

Itandard ;

deviation (0): !. 0.70
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Normalized MUF (M.) Values for Facilities Handling U-235,
1

other than Reprocessing Plants L1,7,.10_1.
(Normalized vith Respect to Input)

Serial M. Serial M. Serial M.
No. 1 No. 1 No. l.

(% ofI~) (% of I~) (% of Iuput)'

1 0.73 10 0.24 19 0.06

2 0.67 11 0.21 20 0.06

3 0.65 12 0.18 21 0.06

4 ... 0.55 13 0.17 22 0.04

5 0.44 14 9. 16 23 0.02

6 0.44 15 0.16 24 0.01

7 0.30 16 0.09 25 - 0.05

8 0.25 17 0.07

9 0.25 18 . 0.07

Mean value (l1):.+ 0.23

Standard
deviation (0): + 0.22
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Table 3D: Normalized MUF (Mi) VaJ.ues for Facilities handling Pu

and Pu-239, other than Reprocessing Plants L-6,7J .
(Normalized with Respect to InpUt.)

Serial M. Serial M.
No. l.

1'0. l.
(% of Input) (%·ofInput)

1 1.64 11 0.18 ,

2' 1.36 12 0.10

3 1.11 13 0.10

4 0.51 14 0.08

5 0.47 15 0.06

6 0.39 16 0.06

7 0.29 17 - 0.10

8 0.23 18 - 0.14
.

1.;289 0.22 19 -
10 0.19

Mean value (ll) : + 0.14

Standard
deviation (u ): .:!:. 0.67



Table 4: Normalized Values er MUF .(M.) for Gro~s ofFacilities. Types. of
Facilities and Material Usea UnknOWll. (Small Number ofData/Facility)

Serial M. Ref. Serial M. Ref. Serial M. Ref.
No. l. :I. :I.

1 5.86 5 46 0.40 11 91 0.07 5
2 5.14 5 47 0.39 5 92 0.01 11
3 2.96 5 48 0.36 5 93 0.06 11
4 2..44 5 49 0.35 5 94 0.06 5
5 2.44 5 50 0.35 5 95 0.06 5
6 2.22 5 51 0.34 5 96 0.05 5
7 2.14 5 52 0.31 5 91 0.05 5
8 2.05 5 53 0.30 5 98 0.05 11
9 1.80 11 54 0.30 5 99 0.04 11

10 1.78 5 55 0.29 5 100 0.04 5
11 1.62 5 56 0.21 11 101 0.03 5
12 1.52 5 51 0.22-' 5 102 0.02 5
13 1.43 5 58 0.21 5 103 0.01 5
14 1.35 5 59 0.21 5 104 0.01 5
15 1.24 5 60 0.21 5 105 0.01 5
16 1.23 5 61 0.21 5 106 0.01 5
11 1.2G 5 62 0.19 5 107 -0.01 11
18 1.18 5 63 0.19 5 108 -0.02 5
19 1.18 5 64 0.18 '.5 109 -0.02 5
20 1.16 5 65 0.11 5 110 -0.03 5
21 1.14 5 66 0.15 5 111 -0.03 5
22 1.06 5 61 0.-13 5 112 "'0.05 11
23 1.00 5 68 0.13 5 11] -0:06 5
24 0.94 5 69 0.13 5 114 -0.06 5
25 0.94 11 10 0.13 5 115 -0.01 5
26 0.92 5 11 0.12 5 116 -0.09 5
21 0.90 11 12 0.12 5 111 -0.10 5
28 0.85 11 73 0.12 5 118 -0.13 5
29 0.82 5 14 0.11 5 119 -0.11 5
30 0.18 5 15 0.11 5 120 -0.32 5
31 0.69 5 76 0,,11 ::5 121 -0.36 5
32 0.67 5

..

11 0.. 11 5 122 -0.38 11
33 0.64 5 18 0.11 11 123 -0.41 5
34 0.63 5 19 0.10 5 124 -0.62 5
35 0.62 ·11 80 0.10 5 125 -1.96 5
36 0.61 5 81 0.10 ·5 126 -3.22 5
31 0.60 5 82 0.09 5
38 0.54 5 83 0.09 5
39 0.53 5 84 0.09 5
40 0.52 5 85 0.09 5 1-

41 0.49 5 86 0.09 5
42 0.49 11 81 0.08 5
43 0.49 11 88 0.01 5
44 0.43 5 89 0.07

I
5

I45 0.42 5 90 0.01 5

Meanvalue (11 ) : 0.. 48
--- ---stand&i'a---- ---------- --- --1----

deviation (a):;t1.01

'I)

-I

I
I

I
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Table 5: Normalized MUF Value8 (M. ) .f'r01ll a Known Type ofFacility and
. 1 18Matena.

(Normalized with Respect to Input/Feed and Systematic Errors.)

Serial M. Reference Serial M. Reference
No. 18 No. 18

1 5.86 4 46 0.40 7
2 4.78 7 47 0.39 4
3 3.77 4 48 0.38 7
4 3.15 6 49 0.38 7
5 2.47 4 50 0.36 7
6 2.46 8 51 0.35 6
7 2.46 9 52 0.32 7
8 2.42 6 53 0.26 10
9 2.35 6 54 0.25 8

10 2.28 4 55 0.21 10
11 2.28 8 56 0.21 10
12 2.23 4 57 0.19 6
13 2.09 9 58 0.19 6
14 2.08 9 59 0.18 10
15 1.89 4 60 0.15 6
16 1.85 7 61 0.13 7
17 1.75 4 62 0.13 7
18 1.67 4 63 0.12 6
19 1.63 4 64 0.12 6
20 1.62 7 65 0.11 6

1.58 4
.

6621 0"11 7
22 1.49 7 67 0.09 7
23 1.46 4 68 0.04 7
24 1.44 7 69 0.02 7
25 1.30 4 70 -0.11 7
26 1.22 7 71 -0.16 7
27 1.09 4 72 -0.19 6
28 0.98 7 73 -0.27 6
29 0.98 1 74 -0.28 7
30 0.85 7 75 -0.81 4
31 0.79 4 76 -0.86 4
32 0.78 7 71 -1.04 4
33 0.74 10 '8 -1.09 4
34 0.71 10 19 -1.28 4
35 0.67 7 80 -1.37 4
36 0.66 7 81 -1.47 4
37 0.65 1 82 -1.82 4
38 0.63 7 83 -1.82 4
39 0.56 4 84 -1.89 4
40 0.56 7 85 -2.35 6
41 0.54 4 86 -2.46 6
42 0.48 7 87 -2.62 6
43 0.47 7 88 - ••05 4
44 0.47 16 89 -4.61 4
4; 0.42 6

I
------------------------ ------- --- -- --------- -(-r------------ ----- - --- ----

Meu value ll: + 0.29
Standard
deviation (a): !. 0.91

•
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Table 6: Res&lts of Test of Normality for Different Categories cf

Nc:rmalized MtJF Date.

Statistics Relevant Valuesfordifferentcategones of data in table

2 3A 3B 3C 3D 3A+3B 4 5
1+3C+3D.

k1 = lJ == mean 0.38 0.18 0.22 0.23 0.14 0.20 0.29 0.48
(0.34)+ (0.40)

k2 = 0
2

= variancE! 0.90 1.57 0.49 0.050 0.44 0.68 0.83 1.01
(0.66) (0.56)

Standard 0.95 1.25 0.70 0.22 0.67 0.82 0.91 1.01
deviation 0 (0.81) (0.75)
k3 1..25 0..037 0.089 0.011 -0.12 -0.027 0.010 2,,29

(-0.0026) -() oo[;~)

k4 1.. 79 1.68 0.27 -0.000024 0.48 1.49 1.69 13.04
(1.57) (1.(32)

ok2 0.018 0.86 0.. 031 .0..000034 0.032 0.019 0.04c 0.0513 (0.0071) (0.0089

ok2 0.066 5.81 0.065 0.0000073 0.064 0.053 0.14 0.214 (0.019) (0.020)

k3/ok3, 9 .. 24 0.040 0.51 1.94 -0.69 -0.20 0.05C 10.15

meuun of :~ -0.03) (-0.066)
skewness

K4/ ak4 30.41 0.70 1.04 ~O.OO90 1.88 6.46 4.57 28.44
~measure of

(12.75)kurtosis (11.44)

gl 1.47 0.019 0.26 1.01 1-0.42 --0.049 0.01~ 2.24
(-0.005) (-0.015)

g2 9.70 0.68 1.11 -0.. 0098 2.44 3.25 2.44 1 12•66
(3 .. 66) . (5.73)

n 241 30 26 25 19 100 89 126
(239) (124)

1-- --- -----------.._-- --- - - - ---- Noi'mal- - _..- liformaJ----Norma'l------ --Nc:mnn --N<:l't-------Not--'- ---Not - -Distribution Not
Normal Nomel Norma~ .Normal

\The numbers in brackets are obtained when the highest two values cf MUF are
rejected.
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Table 7: MUF and the Corresponding Feed Valuesfor a Reprocessing
Facility in Absolute Units /4/

Serial No.
(Time sequence)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Feed
(arbitrary units)

173.5
184.9
159.8
161.0
44.5

103.6
165.4
213.8

50.9
169.7
182.4
153.7
93.7

233.3
204.5
271.4
306.6
510.5
299.5
424.7
400.2
764.6
536.1
585.5
95.9

736.7
392.9
226.0
332.5
373.8

MUF
(arbitrary units)

1.73
1.99
2.07
0.73

-1.17
-1.12
-1.21
0.48

-0.43
0.52
1.51
2.16

-2.16
-2.42

1.51
-1.68
0.17

-3.02
-3.11
-2.07

1.30
4.75
4.84
5.44
3.20

-3.37
3.72

-1 0 77
4.23
8.04



Table 7A: Comparison 01' Test of Normalityon Absolute and Normalized

MUF Values 1'or a Reprocessing Facility 14/.
(Normalized with respect to 1'eed)

Statistics Values for

Absolute MUF Normali zedMUF

k1 == lJ == mean 0.83 0.18

k2
2

== variance 8.28 1.57:= °

·k 12.75 0.037
3

k4 -13.75 1.68

2 125.64 0.86°k
3

2 4467.06 5.81°k4

kiok 1. 14 0.040
3

k lOk -0.21 0.70
lJ 4

gl 0.54 0.019

~
-0.20 0.68
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Table 8: Results of Time Sequence Analysis of Absolute MUF Values from a

Reprocessing Facility /4/

Serial Accounting Mean 1, Standard Outliers Outliers outside
No. period deviation outiide

J.I + 20 +}(botih numbers
JJ 0 JJ + 20

inclusive) - c
(accounting (ac~ounting period
period)

1 1 to 15 0.279 1.584 18.19.22.23. 22.23.24.30
24.26.27,29,
30

2 6 to 20 -0.725 1.716 22,23,24 112511 22.23,24,29,30
27 1129,30

3 11 to 25 0.695 2.999 30 -

.

4 16 to 30 1.378 3.740 - -

5 overall 0.829 2.877 30 30
1 to 30

-1-) 0 = corrected standard deViation
c

= /-02 + 202 f 2. 7 1/2
- n - 1-

204

n-1
being the variance of variance
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Table BA: Results ofT_ Sequence Analysis of Normalized MUF Values

Serial Accounting Mean Standard Outliers Outliers
No. period

)J
deviation outside l.I + 20 outside u + 20

(both numbers - c
inclusive)

0 (accounting period) (accounting period)

1 1 to '5 -0.086 1.283 25 -

2 6 to 20 -0.345 0.944 5.13.25.30 5,13,25

3 11 t025 0.204 1.320 . 5,13,25 5.13,25

.. , . .

4 16to 30 0.437 1.209 5.13.25.30 5.25

, .

5 overall 0.176 1.254 5.25 25
1 to 30

... .
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Table 9: Results 01' Feed Sequence+) Analysis 01' Absolute MUF Val.ues f'rom

Reprocessing Plant /4/

Serial Feed iequence Mean Standard Outliers Outliers
No. (bo'th numbers deviation outside li + 20 outside lJ + 20

inclusive) lJ - - c
0 (feed sequence Nos) (f'eedsequence

Nos).

1 1 to 15 0.654 1.564 19,21,22.26 22,27.28
27.28.29,30

2 6 to 20 0.179 1.773 21,22.27.28. 22,28
29,30

3 11 to 25 0.909 2.967. 22 -

4 16 to 30 1.003 3.825 - -

5 overall 0.829 2.877 22 22
1 to 30

+) MUF data was arranged in order 01' increasing feed and then the sequence was
analysed.



Table 9A: Results of Feed Sequence Analysis ~f Normalized MUF Values

Serial Feed sequence Mea.n Standard Outliers Outliers
No. (both numbers deviation outside lJ + 20 outside lJ + 20

inclusive) lJ - - c
0 (feed sequence tf'eed sequence

Nos) Nos)

1 1 to 15 0.206 1.526 4 -
...

2 6 to 20 0.213 0.864 1,3,4,22 1,3,4

3 11 to 25 0.310 0.951 1,3,4 1,3,4

4 16 to 30 0.145 0.961 1.3.4.22 1.4
.

5 overall 0.176 1.254 1.4 4
1 to 30

l
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ANNEX ,

The statistical method for testing the normality of a given sample

Tbe statistical method for answering the question if the random. variable under

lying a given sample is normally distributed or not ('k-statistics') L-'2_/
is deseribed in the tollowing:

Let Sr be defined as
n

S == E X. r r == t ,2, •••
r ., J.

1.=

where the Xi' i=' •••• ,n, are the n values of the given sampIe. Tben the quantities

kv' v = ', ••• 4, are defined in the following we:y

S,
k, =n-

AB one sees immediately, k, and k2 are the sample mean and the sample varianne.

Sinee k
3

depends on the cube of the deviations f'rom. the expectation value

E(k,) == JA, the e:ltFe'!etation values of k 3 will be zero onJ.y ir the distribution

is symmetrie. Instead of the value of k
3,

which is in units which are the cube

of those or the original measurements, the value
k3g, = k 3/ 2

2

whieh is independent of the original units, is usua1ly used as a measure

cf skewness. Tbe quantity k4 is partieularly sensiti?e as a measure of 'eontami

nation' in a distribution, Le. in the presenee of' a small pereentage of widely

seattered observations in an othemse normal distribution. The charaeteristic
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of a distribution which is measured by k4 is called kurtosis. In the case of

the normal distribution the expectation value1,of kl$ is zero. Instead of k4,

normally the dimensionless quantity

k 4

is useü,

As in practice even in the case of a normal distribution neither k3 nor k4
are zero, i t is important to knov the possible variations of these quantities.

For this reason one determines their variances:

6n
= (n-1)(n-2)

6
Cf

However, since they depend on the unknown variance (iof the distribution, they

are not directly useful e.xcept when n is suf:ficiently large to asaume Cf2~ k2 8

For very large samples, gl and g2 can be considered as being appronmately
••• • -, 0 d· 6 d 24normally distr1buted WJ.th expectat10n Vcu.U8 an vanances ii an ri.

Hence, t 1 =glff and t 2 I: g2~ are appromately standard normal deviates,

and one can determine the.significance thresholds for a test on normality for

a given error probability e , For smaller samples, corrected tables for the

distributions of gl and g2 are av.Mlable and used here.




